RPost® Company Trademark Policies
Guidelines in General
A trademark is an adjective that describes a noun. Therefore, WHENEVER you use an RPost trademark in text (i.e. not
as a title, but in a letter, e-mail, or marketing document), you must you use the trademark as an adjective.
For example, write, “send a Registered Email™ message” or, “try the Registered Email™ service” or perhaps,
“use the Registered Email™ system” rather than “send a Registered Email” or “try Registered Email”.
Note, you are adding the noun, “message” or “service” or “system” of which “Registered Email” is
describing, and that noun should begin with a lowercase letter. For example, the “s” in “system” or “service”
should be lowercase as well as the “m” in message. (The exception would be when using in a title).
While you must properly use the trademark as an adjective followed by a noun in all contexts such as letters, e-mail,
or marketing documents, you generally need to only include the appropriate ™ trademark markings in the first display
of the trademark in a document. An exception to this is that for press releases, the trademark symbols should neither
be used in headlines, taglines, nor in the first sentence of the press release.
When you reference trademark ownership, you should reference that, “The listed trademarks are owned by RCom
Limited, or its subsidiary RPost Communications Limited (“RPost”)”

Important Trademarks
For USA focused material, please mark the following trademarks as noted below. This is not an exhaustive list of
RPost trademarks.
RPOST®, RMAIL®, RSIGN®, RFORMS™, (R)®, LEGAL PROOF®, ESIGNOFF®, SIDENOTE®, REGISTERED EMAIL™,
(R)EGISTERED EMAIL™, RETURN RECEIPT™, REGISTERED RECEIPT™, CERTIFIED EMAIL™, (R)ETURN RECEIPT®,
(R)EGISTERED RECEIPT®, RPOST®, RMAIL®, RSIGN®, RFORMS™, RCRYPT™, (R)®, LEGAL PROOF®, ESIGNOFF®,
SIDENOTE®, DIGITAL SEAL®, RCOM™.
Non-US materials in English (Sample)
RPOST®, RMAIL®, RSIGN™, RFORMS™, (R)EGISTERED EMAIL®, REGISTERED EMAIL™, REGISTERED RECEIPT™, CERTIFIED
EMAIL™, (R)™, LEGAL PROOF™, ESIGNOFF™, SIDENOTE™, DIGITAL SEAL™, RCOM™.
For Non-US materials in Languages other than English (Sample)
•

Email Registrado™, Email Certificado™, Aangetekend E-mail™, Eingeschriebene E-Mail™, Recibo
Certificado™, Recibo Registrado™, Accusé de Réception Certifié™, Email Certifié™

•

The above is a short list, not an exhaustive list, of RPost trademarks. RPost also has trademarks in foreign
languages, not listed above.

Sample Formatting of Trademarks (Note the Capitalizations) For USA Materials
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

RPost® technology (note capital “R” and “P”)
RMail® service (note capital “R” and “M”)
RSign® service (note capital “R” and “S”)
Registered Email™ service (note capital “R” and “E”)
Legal Proof® records (note capital “L” and “P”)
Registered Receipt™ email (note capital “R” and “R”)

Trademarks of RPost Logos and Images
RPost designates each of its logos, icons, images and terms included in the logos, trademarked,
(registered or unregistered), and copyright protected material.
A sample of these logos and images follow:

Trademarks of RPost Service Designs

RPost designates each of its prior iterations of its logos, icons, images and terms included in the
logos, trademarked, (registered or unregistered), and copyright protected material.
A sample of prior iterations of logos follow:
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